
CS 589: Computational Linguistics 
Project Ideas 
I am thinking that for a lot you, the projects could involve reading a chapter from 
Jurafsky (or Allen)  that you like and implementing some of the basic algorithms on a 
specific topic first  and then implementing advanced versions of the same. Jurafsky has 
an excellent discussion of the basics as well the advanced. He also covers very recent 
algorithms and systems, on almost each topic he discusses in his book. Here are some 
specific ideas to get you started in the thinking process.  
 

1. Implement as complete an Augmented Transition Network (ATN) parser as 
possible.  Winograd’s Chapter 5 has a extensive discussion of ATNs. You can 
borrow the book from me if you like. Make the coverage as extensive as possible. 
Add rules of semantics if you can. You can use tools if you find them. If you use 
tools, you need to make the system’s coverage large or do substantial work in 
some other fronts.  

2. Implement as complete a Context-Free Grammar (CGF)-based parser as possible. 
(Read Chapter 5 of Allen).  Page 40, Chapter 12 of Jurafsky mentions several 
large reference grammars of English. Add rules of compositional semantics as 
discussed in CS 582 (Page 815 of  Russell and Norvig; Chapter 9 of Allen;  
Chapter 7 of Chierchia & McConnell-Ginet (you can borrow this book from me), 
also, in Jurafsky) 

3. Implement a basic statistical parser and then extend using some ideas from 
Section 14.4 of Jurafsky. 

4. Induction of grammars: Take a recent paper and implement the ideas. Page 30, 
Chapter 14, Jurafsky has some very recent references on page 20. Start with some 
very simple ideas and then extend and see how far you can go.  

5. Implement a basic feature structure grammar based on Chapter 16 of Jurafsky. 
Make it as complete as possible in terms of coverage. Then, look into efficiency 
issues. If time permits, look into incorporating some probabilistic ideas (page 41 
of Jurafsky, Chapter 16.  

6. Research into Wordnet and start implementing the basic ideas of Wordnet for a 
non-English language like Bengali. Recently, a version for Hindi was announced. 
Maybe, one can extend Wordnet for translation purposes as well, i.e., one can 
work on bi-lingual Wordnet. Wordnet is discussed at some length in Jurafaky’s 
Chapter 19.  

7. IM language syntax: Many possible projects are possible. Although there is quite 
a bit of research into written and spoken text, I don’t see anything for IM-based 
text or SMS-based text.  One can build a corpus of such text, tag the corpus in 
various ways.  Find salient characteristics of IM/SMS text. Try to write a 
grammar and parse IM/SMS text. Adapt the parser somehow to user’s style. Build 
Treebanks of IM/SMS text. Learn to insert punctuations in IM/SMS test. Learn to 
translate IM/SMS text into standard text, etc. Note SMS texts are used in phones 
and that usually means limited processing capacity and limited storage whereas 
IM conversations are usually conducted in full-fledged computers and the 



limitations are much less. Look at page 34 of Chapter 12 of Jurafksy for some 
discussions on Spoken Language issues.  

8. Implement a simple part-of-speech tagger. Extend it using some of the discussions 
in Jurafsky’s text of advanced topics. Chapter 5 of Jurafsky has extensive 
discussion on part-of-speech taggers.  

9. Research into Word Sense Disambiguation. Use symbolic and statistical 
techniques (Chapter 19 of Jurafsky). For example you can implement the Lesk 
algorithm and then look at extensions of it. Jurafsky’s chapter discusses many 
approaches to Word Sense Disambiguation.  

10. If you have access to speech processing hardware, maybe, you can look at a 
question-answering type system where someone calling UCCS switchboard talks 
to this system. It can be simple like the ones we usually hear when we call up a 
phone company or an airlines company. You can talk to the switchboard person 
here, request her to keep some logs (maybe, she has a log of the kinds of 
questions she gets already). You have  

11. If you have a more formal (logical) bent of mind, you can look into developing 
detailed semantic processing rules like those discussed in Chierchia and 
McConnell-Ginet. This is what I actually discussed in CS 582 in brief. I have 
Chierchia’s book for you to borrow if you like. In fact, a lot of work like that is 
based on the so-called Montague grammar. I have books on Montague grammar 
as well for you to look at and borrow.  

12. Look at some symbolic and statistical algorithms for discourse segmentation 
(Chapter 21 of Jurafsky, Chapter 16 of Allen). Implement a simple algorithm and 
then extend.  

13. Read up on some algorithms for anaphoric reference resolution, symbolic as well 
as statistical (Chapter 21 of Jurafsky, Chapter 14 of Allen). Implement one or 
more basic algorithms. Extend to use statistics.  

14. Named Entity Recognition: Take a news paper/magazine Web site, automatically 
identify the proper names and build a citations index. The first time a name is 
introduced in an article, highlight it somehow. Provide automatic links from 
citation index to salient uses of the name.  (Chapter 23 of Jurafsky). Implement a 
basic algorithm for NER and then try to extend it by reading what’s discussed in 
Jurafsky and from research.  

15. Trying to automatically extract relations (ontological or otherwise) from a piece 
of text. Read Section 22.2 of Jurafsky.  

16. Enoch Leung is developing a simple English question-answering system for his 
MS Project. Develop a simple question answering system for questions that can 
be asked in the UCCS domain. Examples of questions: Who is the Chancellor of 
UCCS? Who is the Dean of Engineering? Where is the Dwire Building? Etc. 
Chapter 17 of Allen talks about conversational agents from various angles.  

17. Translation from English to and from  another language.  (Read Chapter 24 of 
Jurafsky). Use both symbolic and statistical methods. Start simple, implement it, 
and then extend.   

18. Natural Language Generation: The issues in natural language generation are 
different compared to parsing and interpretation. Look at http://www.lt-
world.org/HLT_Survey/ltw-chapter4-all.pdf for an overview.  


